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Abstract 

The Earth Observation Business Area of MacDonald Dettwiler is considering how 

to grow its revenues in accordance with the corporate parent's growth objectives. 

Demand for ground station systems is growing over the near-term to service increasing 

defence needs, particularly in the US. However, traditional customers are receiving less 

funding than in the past. Additionally, the US market is increasingly regulated. 

Competition and the collaborative agreements amongst suppliers continue to be stable, 

although recent years have seen some industry consolidation. EO's competitive 

advantage lies in project execution, data calibration and product generation technology 

and business development expertise. BA revenues have been flat over the last decade 

and have afforded few opportunities for staff development. Recommendations include 

the establishment of a US base to pursue US business leaving the Richmond operation 

to service the rest of the world. Additionally, addressing HR issues and reorganizing the 

corporate parent are recommended. 
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I Introduction 

1 .I Purpose of this Strategic Analysis 

The Earth Observation (EO) Business Area (BA) of MacDonald Dettwiler and 

Associates (MDA) is examining strategic options to grow its business over the next three 

years. The BA has made a relatively stable contribution to corporate profits over the last 

10 to 15 years. To support corporate growth objectives, the BA needs to step-up its 

contribution. 

The purpose of this analysis is to make specific recommendations regarding the 

strategic direction the EO BA might take toward achieving the objective of increased 

financial contribution to the corporation. 

1.2 MacDonald Dettwiler's Earth Observation Business Area 

The EO BA primarily delivers ground stations (GSs) and GS upgrades for non- 

classified earth observation (i.e. remote sensing) satellites. Customers for these types of 

GSs are most often national government agencies. The mandate of such agencies is to 

use or provide geospatial data for a variety of purposes, such as environmental 

monitoring, land coverage and land use, disaster management and defence and 

security. The BA is looking for new markets, as well as to expand existing ones. 

This analysis focuses on strategies for the EO BA; however, the BA does not 

operate in a vacuum. The parent company has expanded vertically along the remote 

sensing data supply chain. Spillover effects of activities undertaken by other relevant 

corporate businesses are relevant to EO. Moreover, some of the issues EO faces are a 



function of organizational or industry-level issues. Therefore, this analysis will also look 

at some of the issues that transcend the business area. 

1.3 Structure of Analysis and Document Overview 

This analysis adopts a standard strategic analysis framework. The framework 

includes three components: (1) an analysis of the current situation facing the BA; (2) an 

assessment of what the situation means to the BA's future and (3) analysis of strategic 

alternatives that follow from the first two components (Boardman, Shapiro and Vining, 

2004, p 3). Common business analysis tools and techniques are used to present and 

discuss information. 

Chapter 1 introduces the paper. It describes the purpose and scope of the 

analysis, introduces the EO BA and provides an overview of the document. 

Chapters 2 through 7 focus on the current situation. 

o Chapter 2 describes the corporate parent in terms of its history and 

current focus. 

o Chapter 3 expands on the business of the EO BA. It examines the GS 

supply chain in detail. 

o Chapter 4 focuses on industry-level analysis. It looks at demand, supply 

chain analysis and GS customers and suppliers. The competitive forces 

at play in the GS industry are analyzed in terms of Porter's five-forces 

framework (Porter, 1980) augmented to include government as a sixth 

force. 



o Chapter 5 looks inwardly at the BA and the factors inside the company 

that affect the BA. Two analytical tools are used to present the analysis: a 

Resource Inventory and a Value "Shop" Analysis. The latter is an 

extension of Porter's Value Chain model (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998). 

This chapter addresses business-level structural issues as well as 

corporate-level organizational issues that specifically affect the BA. 

o Chapter 6 describes the current strategies employed by the EO BA at four 

levels: business, positioning, competitive and functional. 

o Chapter 7 discusses financial performance of the BA to date. Since 

financial information at the BA level is not available publicly, analysis 

focuses on the reporting unit and corporate level. 

The subject of Chapter 8 is what the current situation means to the BA. It 

presents an assessment of the BA's current strategic position. The key issues facing the 

BA are identified. The assessment provides a rationale for strategic action. 

Chapters 9 and 10 turn to the future by presenting strategic alternatives. 

Evaluation of the alternatives against the key issues identified in Chapter 8 leads to 

recommendations. 

The appendices provide background information. Appendix A is an introduction 

to remote sensing satellites. Appendix B describes the operation of a generic GS. 



The Corporate Parent 

MDA is a multinational, technology-based corporation with offices in the US, 

Europe and Canada. Corporate headquarters are located in Richmond, BC. Annual 

revenues in 2004 were three quarters of a billion dollars1 (MDA Annual Report, 2004). 

The firm trades on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) under the symbol MDA. The 

company employs approximately 2,500 staff worldwide. 

MDA is a computer systems engineering company that builds and operates 

systems for several key industries, including space and defence, land information and 

property management. According to the company's website, MDA provides "advanced 

information solutions that capture and process vast amounts of data, produce essential 

information, and improve the decision making and operational performance of business 

and government organizations worldwide." (MDA Corporate Website, September 2005). 

The following subsections expand on the types of solutions MDA provides. 

2.1 .I Aerospace and Defence Systems 

The company is perhaps best known for the "CanadArm", the robotic manipulator 

used for the construction and repair of the International Space Station (ISS). MDA is 

involved in other planetary exploration missions and on-orbit servicing missions in 

partnership with the US and European Space Agencies (NASA and ESA). MDA is also 

active in several other international satellite programs currently underway. 

All figures are in Canadian dollars, unless specified otherwise. 
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Another key initiative in the space program area includes complete responsibility 

(including operations) for Canada's next remote sensing satellite mission, named 

RADARSAT 2. The satellite is scheduled for launch in late 2006. 

MDA builds remote sensing systems to collect and process data from airborne 

and space-based sensors. Airborne systems are installed in the aircraft and provide 

rapid processing of data for users in the field. For space-based sensors, MDA builds 

ground stations, the focus of the EO BA. 

Other parts of the business that fall under space and defence systems include 

air traffic control (ATC) and flight management systems for both civilian and military 

customers and training simulators for maritime defence vessels. 

2.1.2 Land Information and Property Management Systems 

MDA is developing and operating electronic property information services to 

provide government and commercial property management agencies with information 

required for property valuation and transfer of ownership. Applications include property 

transfer services, automated property assessments and replacement valuations for the 

insurance industry. 

2.2 MDA Ownership and Control History 

John MacDonald and Vern Dettwiler, two University of British Columbia 

engineering graduates, founded MacDonald Dettwiler in 1969 (Gordon, 1987). In the 

early 1980's the company experienced a cash flow crisis. A group of Vancouver-based 

venture capitalists operating under the name Ventures West subsequently acquired 

control of the company. The investment group named a new CEO, John Pitts, who 

successfully turned the company around by emphasizing cost containment relating to 



project execution (Wu, 1998). The current CEO, Daniel Friedmann, a 20-year veteran of 

the company replaced Mr. Pitts upon his retirement in 1995. 

In 1995, Orbital Sciences Corporation, an American space and defence 

conglomerate, bought a majority share of the company in order to acquire a ground 

segment capability to complement its satellite program capability. In 1999, Orbital ran 

into financial difficulties and started to sell off part ownership in MDA to raise much 

needed cash. By the end of 2000, Orbital had completely divested itself of the company 

though disentangling of business arrangements took several years of legal wrangling. By 

the time Orbital had completely divested of the company, a Vancouver-based venture 

capital group known as CAI, and the Ontario Teacher's Pension Fund shared majority 

ownership of MDA. CAI's investment ended in 2004 (CAI, 2005) 

Today, institutional investors hold just over two-thirds of the company's shares. 

Individual investors, including the company's executives, employees and retail 

customers, hold the remaining third (H. Harrison, personal communication, September 

30, 2005). The major institutional shareholders are the Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan 

(20%) and Fidelity Investments (12%). The company's executives hold 0.2% of 

outstanding shares (MDA lnformation Form, 2004). 

2.3 MDA's Business Evolution 

MDA's early business was in the development of computer-based systems that 

provided signal capture and image processing capabilities for the growing earth 

observation satellite industry (Wu, 1998; MDA lnformation Circular, 2005). By the early 

1990's, the firm had diversified into airborne remote sensing applications and ATC 

Systems. The original GS business continued to comprise the core focus for the firm, 

representing a significant portion of gross revenues and profitability. The firm was a 



dominant player in the remote sensing GS market with MDA at one time representing 

over 75% of all civilian GSs in operation (Wu, 1998). 

By the 1990s, the twenty-year old remote sensing industry was starting to show 

signs of maturity as increased competition put downward pressure on prices. Until that 

time, the industry had relied on government funding sources, but the appetite to continue 

to fund these programs was waning. As a result, government began looking for ways to 

privatize the industry. The market for new GSs was becoming saturated as many of the 

nations capable of funding such substantial infrastructure projects had already done so. 

Though the number of satellites carrying new sensors was accelerating in the nineties, 

demand in the market was shifting to less lucrative GS upgrades whereby existing GS 

systems are refitted to include capabilities for new sensors or to take advantage of 

technology advances in hardware or software. 

To counter the downward pressure on prices and profitability in the GS market 

the company embarked on a strategy to grow its revenues through vertical and 

horizontal diversification. Vertical diversification meant developing capabilities in other 

parts of the remote sensing supply chain. Horizontal diversification focussed on tapping 

into the accelerating demand for computerized systems to support e-commerce over the 

internet. Underpinning both the vertical and horizontal initiatives was a strategy to shift 

away from providing one-off, customized, computer-based systems to one of providing 

more standardized products and services. 

MDA realized its vertical diversification strategy by pursuing the RADARSAT 2 

satellite mission contract as the prime contractor. Prior to this, MDA had only been 

involved as a subcontractor in delivering components of the ground segments systems 

for various satellite programs. The RADARSAT 2 win meant the company was 



responsible for designing, building and launching the satellite itself as well as 

commercializing operations of the satellite post launch. To support the mission 

operations, MDA bought-out the other investors of Radarsat International Ltd. (RSI), a 

remote sensing data distribution company that would be responsible for the commercial 

operation of the RADARSAT 2 program under the terms of the contract. Other 

acquisitions related to the data supply chain included several mapping companies in the 

US and Canada, as well as other value-added service providers, such as US based 

Earthsat, Inc. 

MDA realized diversification into horizontal markets through the pursuit of 

government business process re-engineering projects aimed at replacing paper-based 

systems with electronic systems designed to operate over the internet. MDA 

successfully leveraged its extensive systems engineering capability to win contracts to 

develop such systems. It also recognized that the operation of these systems held great 

strategic promise. The big break in this area came through a program to modernise the 

UK national property sales infrastructure. MDA won both the systems engineering 

contract to develop the system, as well as several licenses to operate specific parts of 

the system for a number of years. 

The company has subsequently expanded vertically in the land and property 

information systems business through multiple acquisitions in the US and UK and is 

actively developing other int&rnational markets for this business. 

2.4 Current Organizational Structure 

The company is segmented into four divisions. The divisions are characterised 

by the value of transactions conducted by the division and the number of customers with 



which the division engages. Table 2-1 summarizes the organizational structure. Note the 

inverse relationship between the value of the transactions and the number of customers. 

The four divisions are organized into two separate reporting units for which 

financial results are provided in the Annual Reports. The lnformation Systems Unit 

consists of the System Solutions and Space Missions Group divisions. The lnformation 

Products Unit consists of the lnformation Products and lnformation Services divisions. 

lnformation Systems designs and builds complex data computer-based systems 

for their customers to operate. lnformation Products operates such systems to provide 

more-or-less standardized products and services to the users of the information. 

lnformation Systems reflects the original "one-off' complex computer systems on which 

the company was founded. lnformation Products represents the realization of the 

strategy to diversify into a products and services company. In some cases, lnformation 

Products operates systems that lnformation Systems built, but that is by no means 

universal. 

In 2004, MDA reported revenues of $316M for lnformation Systems and $435M 

for lnformation Products. These figures demonstrate that products and services now 

account for 60% of the company's revenues (MDA Annual Report, 2004). 



Table 2-1 MDA Business Segments 

Reporting Unit 
Annual 
Revenues 2004 
Division 

Businesses 

Transaction 
Value 
Number of 
Customers 
Adapted from MD. 

lnformation Svstems 

Space Missions 

Space-based 
information and 
robotics systems 
(satellite 
missions and 
robotics). 

Very Few 

Corporate Present 

System Solutions 

Ground-based 
and airborne 
geospatial 
information 
systems (remote 
sensing 
applications), 
land and 
property 
information 
svstems, 

Tens 

'ion, September 2C 

lnformation Products 
$435M 

Geospatial 
Services 
Land related 
information 
services 

Hundreds 

5 and MDA Annus 

lnformation 
Products 
Property related 
information 
products 

Thousands 

The four divisions comprise wholly owned subsidiaries andlor Business Areas. 

Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 describe the corporation's subsidiaries and business units. Note 

that the Earth Observation Business Area-the subject of this analysis-is part of the 

System Solutions Division. 



Table 2-2 MDA Subsidiaries 

Name I Location 
Access BC lnformation 
Services 

Data Quick, Inc 

Dynacs Inc 
Earth Satellite Corporation 

MacDonald Dettwiler 
(Channel) Limited 

MacDonald Dettwiler 
(Hub) Limited 

MacDonald Dettwiler 
Space and Advanced 
Robotics Ltd 
Marshall & SwiftlBoeckh 

MD Atlantic Technologies 

Millar & Bryce Limited 

Radarsat International Inc. 

Triathlon Ltd 

Location 
Victoria, 
Canada 

San Diego, US 

San Diego, US 
Maryland, US 

London, UK 

London, UK 

Brampton, 
Canada 

San Diego, US 
and 
Milwaukee, US 
Huntsville, US 

Edinburgh, 
Scotland 
Richmond, 
Canada 

Ottawa, 
Canada Richmond, Victoria and 

Adapted from MDA lnformation Form, 2005 

Business 
Access to Provincial 
Government databases 
(property services) 
US property information sales 

US aerospace engineering 
Value added remote sensing 
data products 
Electronic land and property 
information products for UK 
and Wales 
Electronic land and property 
information services for UK 
and Wales 
Space and advanced 
terrestrial robotics 

Property Valuation 
lnformation 

Mapping 

Property Title information 

Remote Sensing Data and 
Value Added Product Sales 
Operations for RS2 
Mapping 

Division 
lnformation 
Products 

lnformation 
Products 
Space Missions 
Geospatial 
Services 
l nformation 
Products 

l nformation 
Products 

Space Missions 

lnformation 
Products 

Geospatial 
Services 
l nformation 
Products 
Geospatial 
services 

Geospatial 
Services 



Figure 2-1 shows the current corporate organization chart reflecting the four 

Table 2-3 MDA Business Areas 

divisions. As shown in the figure, in addition to the four revenue-generating divisions, a 

set of service departments exists to support the divisions as well as corporate 

Division 
System Solutions 

System Solutions 

System Solutions 

System Solutions 

Information 
Products 
Space Missions 

- 

Space Missions 

Name I Location 
Airborne Systems 

Defence and Security 
Information Systems 

EO Systems 

E-Government Systems 

HIP 

RADARSAT 2 

Small Satellite Missions 

operations. These departments include Finance and Administrative services, such as 

Adapted from MDA Corporate Website (2005) 

treasury, contracts and accounting and payroll, Strategic Human Resources (HR), 

Location 
Richmond and 
Ottawa, 
Canada 
Richmond, 
Ottawa and 
Halifax, 
Canada 
Richmond, 
Canada 
Richmond, 
Canada 
London, UK 

Richmond and 
Brampton, 
Canada 
Richmond, 
Canada 

including staffing and recruiting, training and organizational development, Quality 

Business 
Airborne SAR remote sensing 
systems. 

Maritime Surveillance, 
Defence Training Systems, 
Military Flight Management 

Ground Stations 

Modernising government 
access systems. 
Home Information Package 

SAR Satellite Mission 

Small Satellite Missions 

Assurance, Engineering Services and R&D, corporate level Strategy and Corporate 

Communications (effectively public relations and investor communications). While some 

of these support services have a truly corporate focus, many are primarily responsible 

for providing services to the operations housed in the corporate headquarters and have 

little to do with operations outside Richmond, BC. 





2.5 Corporate Objectives and Strategy 

The key corporate objective driving business activities throughout the 

organization is to grow the company to achieve two billion dollars in annual gross 

revenues by 2008. The company's strategy is to sustain growth both "organically", that 

is, by expanding its existing businesses, as well as through the acquisition of 

complementary businesses. 



3.1 EO's Industry 

The satellite industry today is part of a larger space industry, which has three 

major complementary sub-industries: satellite manufacturing, launch services and 

satellite operations (see Ryans, 2005 for a discussion of the role of complementors in 

industry) The satellite operations sub-industry includes generating data for civil, national 

security and commercial industry sectors (Industrial College of the Armed Forces, 2004). 

EO builds GSs to control and task commercial and civil remote-sensing satellites and to 

collect, store, process and disseminate data from those satellites. EO is therefore part of 

the satellite operations sub-industry, specifically as a developer of the operational 

infrastructure that underpins the industry. 

Traditionally, the responsibility of supplying infrastructure has fallen to 

governments. Indeed, the greatest demand for data comes from national agencies 

whose mandate it is to provide services such as national defence and security, weather 

forecasting, disaster management and primary resource management (agriculture, 

forestry, mining, water resources etc). 

A few nations have invested in the industry to the extent of building and operating 

satellites. For example, the US operates the GOES meteorological satellites and 

LANDSATs, France operates SPOT satellites, Japan operates JERSI and Canada 

operates RADARSAT. Many other nations have met their infrastructure demands by 

developing a national capability to exploit the data they procure from satellite operators. 

In the early days of the industry, the most common mechanism to meet the demand for 



data, was to set up a national remote sensing agency. These agencies were mandated 

to procure the data from available sources and supply it to the other government 

agencies that needed it. Remote sensing agencies often had an additional science and 

technology mandate to develop the use of remote sensing within the country. That 

model appears to be changing. Today, governments are moving privatizing the industry. 

The objective is to promote the establishment of commercial operations that can sustain 

themselves through data sales. 

3.2 Ground Station Supply Chain 

The supply chain for GSs includes computer component manufacturers, 

specialized GS hardware and software component vendors, manufacturers of 

standardized commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software, GS system 

integrators and GS customers. Figure 3-1 provides a graphical representation of the GS 

supply chain. Table 3-1 provides examples of each type of participant. EO participates 

both as a GS component supplier and as a GS system integrate? 

2 See Brusoni and Prencipe (2001) for discussion of the roles of component suppliers and system 
integrators. 
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Table 3-1 Participation in GS Supply Chain 

3.3 Ground Station Functions 

Appendix A briefly introduces satellite technologies and remote sensing 

satellites. Figure 3-2 depicts a generic GS showing the typical functions provided3. A 

simple data receiving station may consist of little more than an antenna, data acquisition 

software and some sort of storage device from which data can be processed at a later 

time. Appendix B presents a nominal operational scenario for such a GS. A given 

customer may require any number of additional functions. The following list includes the 

most common functions. 

-- 

Nature of Participation 
Computer Components 
COTS hardware and software suppliers 
GS hardware and software systems 
GS System Integrators 
GS Customers 

o Antenna System: The antenna system receives the data as it is 

downlinked from the spacecraft. 

Example participant 
Intel 
Sun, Dell, Microsoft, SGI 
Viasat, Datron (antenna), Orbit Logic, EO 
EO, BAE, EADS, Raytheon 
Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing, US Air Force 

o Reception: The reception system receives the data from the antenna and 

formats it for use for later functions in the chain. 

o Processing: The processing system calibrates and processes the data 

generate products. Products may be used as-is or may be used as input 

to later value-added processes. 

3 The figure shows an SOA as a separate entity with which the GS interacts. In fact, a typical 
SOA provides a superset of the functions provided at a typical GS. See the product descriptions 
in subsection 3.4.4 for more information. 



o Data exploitation: Data exploitation provides automated or semi- 

automated tools for interpreting the basic products from the Processing 

function. 

o Archiving: The archiving system stores the data in such a way that it can 

be retrieved and used at a later time. The archive is analogous to the 

stacks in a library. 

o Cataloguing: The cataloguing system generates metadata about the 

satellite data being archived. Cataloguing enhances the likelihood of the 

data being selected for use after its initial capture. This is analogous to 

the catalogue support access to the stacks in the library; the stacks are 

useful even without the catalogue, but the catalogue significantly 

enhances the value of the library. 

o Ordering: The ordering function uses automated or semi-automated tools 

to order products. Products may be generated by acquiring new data or 

by using archived data if it is available. If the product requires new data, 

the ordering system triggers planning activities (see below). The ordering 

system often provides input to accounts receivable system generally 

viewed as being outside the GS. 

o Planning: The planning system specifies what services need to be 

performed by the satellite in order to generate the required product. If the 

GS is a headquarters system, (i.e. for an SOA) it must merge all the 

planning requests received from Network Stations in order to generate 

the satellite tasking commands. If the GS is a Network Station it may co- 



ordinate multiple orders to generate the minimal amount of satellite time it 

will ask for from the SOA (tasking is expensive!). 

o Tasking: Tasking generates the commands that are up-linked to the 

satellite that tell it where and when to collect data and where and when to 

download that data. 

o Control and Maintenance: This is the "care and feeding" aspect of the 

satellite performed by the SOA in a headquarters GS. Satellite commands 

are up-linked to the satellite to ensure that it is flying at the speed and 

altitude required. Minor adjustments are made to the satellite to maintain 

optimal performance and longevity of the spacecraft. A Network Station 

never performs this function. 
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the customer's real operational needs and works within their larger operational context. 

Third, the BA offers solutions engineering which addresses a customer's procurement 

issues. Through deep understanding of the customer's technical, political and business 

context, solutions engineering assists customers to structure their problem to enable 

procurement of a GS as part of an overall solution. The next three subsections elaborate 

on the three basic offerings. Table 3-2 summarizes the discussion. 

3.4.1 Ground Station Components 

A GS consists of computer hardware and software put together in such a way as 

to allow a customer to receive and process satellite data. EO purchases the hardware 

from hardware vendors. The software is designed, written, integrated with the hardware, 

tested, deployed and maintained (for some period) for the customer by EO. 

Since the major cost in developing computer software is labour cost, a key 

profitability driver for EO is the degree of code reusability. As MDA gained experience 

through delivering dozens of GS systems over the years, it recognized that although 

each GS has widely variable design and implementation issues, a set of standard core 

functions is required in each case. This recognition presented an opportunity for the 

achievement of economies of scale through software re-use. 

To maximize software re-use, MDA designed a modular system architecture 

whereby standardized software components deliver the core functions. These 

components can be bundled together according to customers' needs. This architecture 

minimizes the amount of new software required for each project by restricting 

development to the parts of the system that are truly unique. Though conceptually the 

software components might be considered COTS products, in practice, they require non- 

trivial customization to meet the needs of the customer in every case. Nonetheless, the 



modular software architecture reduced the average implementation time for each new 

system by an estimated 58% (Wu, 1998). 

According to Brusoni and Prencipe (2801), a modular architecture not only has 

the advantage of reducing cost and schedule as MDA's own metrics show, it also eases 

maintenance and upgradeability of the system of the system. These are important goals 

for a GS, because the product life cycle (i.e. the GS) is expected to exceed the 

component life cycle. The modular architecture supports replacement of modules more 

easily than an integrated architecture would support. This in turn allows lower cost GS 

upgrades. 

3.4.2 System Engineering 

A major element of each GS contract is analyzing out how to put the various 

building blocks described above together to meet the customer's operational needs. 

Depending upon the customer's situation, there are multiple potential constraints that 

affect how the system can operate. For example, the GS may be ultimately installed in a 

geographically isolated or densely populated location. There may be space restrictions 

regarding housing the GS. There may be safety issues regarding high voltage. A reliable 

power source may not be available. Extreme weather conditions may need to be taken 

into account. Security at the site may be an issue. The station may be unmanned or 

manned irregularly. The customer may need the system to support new satellite 

sensors. The existing infrastructure in which the system must work may constrain the 

new system design, or may require modification to meet the customer's new 

requirements. Every situation imposes its own unique set of constraints. 



The activities performed to address the design issues are termed "system 

engineering'14. System engineering costs are essentially the labour costs of the 

individuals performing the task. The employees who perform system engineering are 

highly educated and highly experienced employees thus labour costs are also high. 

Because the task of a system engineer is to solve an extremely complex problem, it is 

inherently difficult to estimate the amount of time (that is, labour) that will be needed to 

solve the customer's problem. System engineering is therefore a significant cause of 

project cost and schedule overruns. For these reasons, the profit on system engineering 

work tends to be narrow; yet it is impossible to deliver a GS without extensive system 

engineering effort. 

Although EO could offer system engineering to its customers as a stand-alone 

service (i.e. without the standardized software components), due to the narrow margins, 

pure SE projects are normally only undertaken with the aim of leading to a follow-on sale 

of a GS. 

In large programs, substantial system engineering effort is required to assist a 

customer in developing a viable program that will include a GS purchase. Few systems 

engineering firms could undertake the massive labour costs required to design a solution 

purely on a speculative basis. To overcome this problem, customers may award parallel 

study contracts to competing firms to demonstrate a proof-of-concept and generate a set 

of possible solutions from which to down-select. These study contracts are strategically 

important to suppliers, as they provide an opportunity to shape a mission so as to 

position the firm favourably to win future GS contracts. These types of study contracts 

amount to paid business-development work. However, for the reasons discussed above, 

Brusoni and Prencipe (2001) use the term "system integrators" to describe firms that specialize 
in system engineering aspects of systems implementation. 



pure system engineering contracts are generally only marginally profitable at best, barely 

covering the costs of the actual system engineering labour. 

3.4.3 Solution Engineering 

The term "solution engineering" describes the set of activities undertaken in 

advance of a GS contract (or study contract) to set the stage for a customer to procure a 

GS. In the early stages of a mission, there are often complex political, financial and 

regulatory issues to overcome over and above the technical issues. For large programs 

the solutions engineering efforts can go on for years. For example, RADARSAT 2 

business development (BD) efforts lasted close to 10 years before any contract was 

awarded. Solution engineering work is nearly always pure BD and as such is undertaken 

at no cost to a customer. 

Solution engineering differs from system engineering insofar as the focus is on 

resolving non-technical issues rather than technical issues. In other words, solution 

engineering is strategic while system engineering is tactical. 

Table 3-2 EO's Offering 

Stations 
sensing data and/or that control and 
monitor a satellite. 

2. System The effort required to design and 
Engineering integrate a GS into a larger system to 

I meet the customers' requirements. 
3. Solutions I The strategic BD required to assist in 

Product Components 
System engineering, hardware, 
software including customized 
software for the given site as well as 
EO standard components and 
warrantv service 

Engineering 

Engineering labour 

ensuring that a mission will go ahead 
that will ultimately lead to demand for 
GSs. Focused on non-technical issues. 

BD labour 



3.4.4 EO's Products 

The question of what products EO sells raises some interesting questions. 

Boardman and Vining argue that a business' products are those things that are sold 

separately to customer (1996, p 39). Since every product that EO sells is customized to 

a greater or lesser degree one could argue that every sales involves a unique product. 

On the other hand, since EO GS components are always bundled with system 

engineering, one could argue that EO effectively has only two products: Ground Stations 

(including system engineering) and System Engineering for study contracts. Neither of 

these extremes is particularly helpful in illuminating what it is the BA actually sells. 

I propose grouping various capabilities that are naturally bundled together into a 

set of nine conceptually distinct products. These are the Processing Facility, Basic 

Network Station, Network Station, Smart Network Station, Direct Tasking Network 

Station, Smart Tasking Network Station, Headquarters Station, GS Upgrade and System 

Engineering. The following subsections expand on each of these products. Table 3-3 

provides a summary of the functions described in section 3.3.that provided by each 

product. 

3.4.4.1 Processing Facility 

A processing facility simply provides the capability to read in raw satellite data 

and generate products from the data. Data can be read from a variety of permanent 

storage devices or a ground-based communications network. This is the most basic 

capability. No satellite link is required therefore no antenna is required. Since the 

antenna is a significant cost component of a GS, this alternative offers a relatively 

inexpensive solution provided the customer has no urgent requirement for current data. 



3.4.4.2 Basic Network Station 

To the Processing Facility described above, the ability to capture the data as it is 

downlinked from the satellite is added. Data is immediately forwarded to the processor 

for product generation. Raw data is not stored. This provides customers with the fastest 

possible turnaround from the time the data is first available for processing, but it does 

not support reprocessing the raw data at a later time. 

3.4.4.3 Network Station 

To the Basic Network Station, add the capability to archive the data to support 

reprocessing. This involves storage capacity for massive volumes of raw data. Often 

intermediate products are stored to facilitate faster processing of the data for value- 

added applications. With the addition of an archive, a way to order data out of the 

archive is also required. This configuration includes the minimum functionality required 

by a data service provider. It represents the nominal GS. The station can receive data 

from the satellite, but cannot send any data to the satellite. 

3.4.4.4 Smart Network Station 

To the Network Station described above, add the capability to interpret the data 

using sophisticated image analysis tools. This configuration is useful to support field 

operations such as maritime surveillance, disaster management or deployed military 

troops. 

All three Network Stations described above require an acquisition-planning tool in 

order to plan what data will be acquired by the satellite and downloaded when the 

satellite is within the reception area of the network station. In reception-only facilities, like 



the network stations described above, the output from such a tool, i.e. "the plan" is sent 

. to the SOA over a communications network. The SOA sends a message back to the 

Network Station confirming that that the plan will be executed. 

The next level of sophistication is to provide the capability to directly-task the 

satellite from the network station rather than going through the SOA. Few SOAs 

currently support direct tasking of the satellite by their customers because the logistics of 

managing the satellite become much more complex. However, such a capability is 

desirable for defence customers who want to minimize the number of potential breach- 

points for classified information. For this reason, direct tasking is becoming more 

common for missions currently under development or in the planning phase. To prevent 

different customers from sending conflicting commands to the spacecraft, a Direct 

Tasking Network Station is granted exclusive control of the satellite within a particular 

region. The next two products provide direct tasking capability. 

3.4.4.5 Direct Tasking Network Station 

A Direct Tasking Network Station provides the same functionality as a Network 

Station with the addition of a direct tasking capability. The instruction plan is directly up- 

linked to the satellite as it passes over the network station. The instructions may be 

request immediate execution or may be saved for execution on a subsequent pass. 

3.4.4.6 Smart Tasking Network Station 

A Smart Tasking Network Station provides the same functionality as a Smart 

Network Station with the addition of a direct tasking capability. 



3.4.4.7 Headquarters Station 

The Headquarters Station provides the functionality required by an SOA to 

operate the satellite. All the basic functionality required by a Direct Tasking Network 

Station is required; however, the capacity requirements of each function are scaled-up 

relative to a network station as SOA must be able to task the satellite and receive data 

on behalf of all customers. In addition, the SOA also needs to perform the Control and 

Maintenance function. 

3.4.4.8 Ground Station Upgrade 

The final GS product is a GS Upgrade. In this case, the customer has already 

purchased a GS and wants to be able to support additional sensors (from the same or 

other satellites), or wants to expand the functionality. If the existing system was 

purchased from EO this can usually be accommodated relatively easily however if the 

original GS was not provided by MDA the retrofit may require substantial system 

engineering in addition to standardized software components. 

3.4.4.9 System Engineering 

The last item that fits Boardman and Vining's definition of a product is System 

Engineering service provided to complete a study contract. See subsection 3.4.2 above 

for more detail. 



Table 3-3 EO Products 
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Network Station I x 

Smart Network I 

Network station 1 1 
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Optional 

Direct Tasking I ., 

Station 

Upgrade 

A 

Ground Station I 
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4 Industry Analysis 

4.1 Market Characteristics 

4.1 .I Demand for Ground Stations 

The availability of data from new satellites drives demand for EO GSs. In turn, 

the availability of new sensors and the need to replace old satellites that are reaching 

the end of their life drives demand for new satellites. Underpinning both is the need for a 

stable source of more and higher resolution data. 

According to government experts, about 60 new remote sensing satellite 

missions are planned over the next five to ten years. Although nowhere near that 

number of missions are likely to reach fruition, the fact remains that demand for new and 

upgraded GSs is solid for the mid to long-term (GEOINT 2005 Conference, Panel 

Discussion, November 1, 2005). 

In the US, the government demand for data has shot up in recent years with the 

need for intelligence to support both war efforts as well as disaster relief efforts 

associated with events such as Hurricane Katrina, the bombing of the World Trade 

Center, and the Asian Tsunami. The US government has responded by increasing 

funding to defence and surveillance agencies. 

Another factor suggesting continued demand is that defence and security 

customers prefer a solution to their data requirements that includes direct control over 

the GS (and preferably the satellite). This desire is stimulating demand for satellites that 

support direct tasking. This feature that has not been common in missions to date. The 

demand for new or upgraded GS is expected to continue to rise over the next 5 to10 



years as the capability for direct tasking becomes more readily available (McAlister, 

2004; SIA, 2005). 

The increased global emphasis on environmental stewardship also bodes well for 

the industry. Agreements such as the Kyoto Accord call for increased monitoring which 

can be achieved using satellite technologies. The increased monitoring could translate 

into increased demand in the civil sectors. 

This discussion highlights the fact that the demand for GSs is a function of the 

demand for data by organizations that provide data to meet their own or their customers' 

needs. The GS and the data-provider supply chains are closely related but not identical. 

Figure 4-1 illustrates the relationship between the two. The darker cells indicate the parts 

of the supply chain in which MDA (i.e. the parent corporation) participates. 
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4.1.2 GS Customers 

GS customers can be categorized according to the buyer's motivation for 

purchasing a GS and their source of funding. At the broadest level, buyers are driven 

primarily by a need to support national defence and security initiatives, to support 

commercial data needs or by a mandate to provide data for national civil purposes (such 

as weather prediction or ice monitoring). In general, because of the increase in global 

security issues since the year 2000, defence and security customers are significantly 

better funded than civil customers are and are expected to remain so for the near future. 

Table 4-1, Table 4-2 and 

Value Added Data 
Consumer 

Table 4-3 describe GS Customers. 



Table 4-1 Commercial Sector Customers 

Customer I Characteristics 
Commercial Satellite I Motivated bv profit. 

Data Products and Services 
Distributors 

Operating Agencies 

Examples: DigitalGlobe, 
Orblmage 

Examples: Radarsat 
International Ltd (RSI) 

Business model is to sell data to commercial (or national agency) 
users at a profit. 
At least one, Space Imaging (SI) have also diversified into building 
GS for customers to receive their own data however SI was 
recently bought by Orblmage. 

Funding: Government to set-up the program. 
Commercial once the satellite is launched. 
Motivated by profit. 

Typically buy and distribute data from multiple SOAs as a service 
to data user customers. 
Often also provide value added processing (such as map 
generation) before delivering an information product (such as a 
map or an ice chart) to an end user. 
Funding: data and product sales to end customers. 

Table 4-2 Civil Sector Customers 

Customer 
National Satellite Operating 
Agencies (SOAs) 

Examples: NOAA 

National Space Agencies 

Examples NASA, ESA, CSA 
National Remote Sensing 
Agencies 

Examples: Canadian Centre 
for Remote Sensing 
(CCRS), Australian Centre 
for Remote Sensing 
(ACRES) 
National Research 
Organizations 

Examples: Taiwan 
University 

Characteristics 
Control and task the satellite. 
Acts as a headquarters GS operation for collecting, archiving and 
cataloguing raw data and generating basic products. 
Sales of satellite time (new data) and archived data. 

Funding: data sales andlor Government. 
Mandate: to ensure a national space capability. 

Funding: Government 
To ensure immediate data needs are being met. 
Typically buylobtain data to supply to other civil and national 
security needs. 

Funding: Data sales and Government 

Motivated by pure research and development. May set up a GS 
simply to ensure access to data in a timelylcost effective manner. 
Data needs vary, but revisit time is often not an issue. 

Funding: Government 



Table 4-3 Defence and Security Sector Customers 

Customer 
Geospatial Intelligence 

1 Agencies I 
Example: NGA, CSlS 

Agencies 

I Examples: Coastwatch I 
(~ustralian) 
Deployed Operations I Support Organizations I 

I Examples: USAF or FEMA I 
(e.g. Hurricane Katrina relief 
efforts) 

Characteristics 
Mandate is strategic (i.e. long-term) capability to protect the nation 
(or allied nations). 
Dependency on civil or commercial agencies is viewed as 
undesirable. 
Additionally there may be secrecy issues with SOA's knowing 
what data is being collected and accessed. 

Funding: Government 
Motivated by a need to monitor maritime activities for national 
interests particularly for activities such as terrorism, smuggling, 
illegal fishing, dumping of pollutants. 

Used in support of people deployed in dangerous situations such 
as disaster relief or military activities 
High revisit time is essential. 
Secrecy may or may not be an issue. 

Funding: Government 

4.1.3 Market Size 

A guesstimate of EO's current revenues is $75M to $225M (see section 7.2 in the 

Financial Performance analysis below for further discussion). We also know at one time 

that EO's systems represented 75% of the market (Wu, 1998). Assuming that EO is still 

participating in between 50% and 75% of the GS sales and that the market has 

remained relatively flat, we can use the guesstimate to place outer limits on the size of 

the GS market. The calculation results in a rough order of magnitude estimate from 

$50M to $450M annually. Given the comments in subsection 4.1.1 regarding potentially 

increasing demand, the market may actually be much larger. 

There is no doubt that spending in space will continue to be significant. In 2002, 

global investment in the space industry was estimated to be more that $408 (US) with 

the US contributing almost 90% of that figure (NDU, Space Industry Report, 2004, p 8). 

GS are can also be considered part of the much larger aerospace industry, which also 

includes aeronautical sectors such as plane construction. According to a report issued 



by the Canadian Aerospace Alliance in September 2005, spending in Canada alone on 

aerospace sales is estimated at $21 billion in 2005. 

4.1.4 Industry Consolidation 

The overriding feature of the satellite services industry is oversupply (McAlister, 

2004; SAI, 2005). As a result, the industry has seen considerable consolidation and 

reorganization over the last few years. 

For example, in August 2005, Orblmage announced it had bought the assets of 

Space lmaging from their owners Raytheon and Lockheed Martin. Earlier in the year, 

Space Imaging had lost two separate bids to its only two rivals for one of two new 

government sponsored satellite programs. Space Imaging had been the favourite to win 

based on its existing IKONOS program, but when the company's owners made clear that 

they were unwilling to make any further investment in the firm in support of the program, 

the US government (NGA) awarded the contracts to the competition (Fillion, 2005). 

Other recent industry shuffles include EADS' purchase of BAE's share in Astrium 

in 2002 (Reed, 2002) and Veridian's sale to General Dynamics in 2003 (Washington 

Technology, 2003). 

4.1.5 GS Competitors 

Using Brusoni and Prencipe (2001) terminology, GS suppliers can be 

categorized as firms that provide GS components and those that act as GS system 

integrators. A few large players who provide system engineering dominate the GS 

market. These are primarily systems integrators. Other smaller firms provide specialized 

components that can be put together like building blocks. Some firms, such as MDA and 

EADS Astrium provide both the system integration and the components. 



Typically, the customer awards a prime contract to one of the large players and 

they, in turn, subcontract to the smaller players to provide the specific functionality of the 

system. Table 4-4 provides a list of some of the key GS suppliers and indicates what the 

firm offers in terms of the GS functionality described in section 3.3. 

Table 4-4 GS Suppliers and Capability 
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4.2 Six Forces of Competition 

This section presents industry analysis in terms of Porter's Five Forces Model 

(Johnson and Scholes, 2002). In addition to the original five forces included in Porter's 

model, the government also represents a major force in the industry and is discussed 

below as a sixth force (see Vining, Shapiro and Borges, 2005, p 158 for a discussion of 

the use of government as a sixth force). 



4.2.1 Rivalry 

GS firms differentiate themselves on the basis of reputation, quality, reliability, 

project execution capability (risk management) and technical superiority. Since most 

contracts are government funded, proposals are evaluated according to a well-defined 

government procurement process and established selection criteria. Price is always a 

factor, but other factors are at least as important. No competitor wins solely because of 

lowest price. 

Teaming agreements between firms are common thus a rival in one situation 

may be a partner in another (a team member, a supplier or buyer depending upon which 

firm is prime in the teaming arrangement). 

Firms also compete with respect to attracting and retaining the highly-skilled 

workers needed to deal with the complex programmatic and technological challenges. 

The inherently global nature of the industry and the limited number of experts means 

that the pool from which to draw talent is relatively small. Changing employers within the 

industry is remarkably common given than a move often entails pulling up roots and 

moving to an entirely new country. Demographers are warning that in future the talent 

pool will become even smaller. Lack of access to skilled workers is a threat to existing 

firms as well as a barrier to entry. 

4.2.2 Threat of Entrants 

The threat of new entrants to the GS market is not great because of the 

significant barriers to entry. Nonetheless, those that can overcome the barriers are 

formidable competitors. 



4.2.2.1 Barriers to Entry 

The greatest barrier to entry is perhaps the dependency upon reputation for 

winning contracts. Implementation of a GS is a significantly complex undertaking 

involving enormous risk such as programmatic challenges, dealing with government 

regulation and technological issues. Customers mitigate their risks by ensuring that their 

chosen supplier has a proven capability to deliver a like system. Contract award criteria 

heavily weight experience thus industry incumbents have the advantage; unless the 

supplier has previously participated in delivery of such a system, they are unlikely to get 

a chance to try. 

Another barrier to entry is the high cost of setting up a development environment 

including attracting or developing sufficient technical and project management expertise 

to actually design, build and deliver a GS system. None but the largest system- 

engineering firms would have the wherewithal to develop such a capability. 

The funding and regulatory environment represents yet another barrier. 

Governments generally provide partial or more often full funding for GS purchases. 

Governments attach many strings to the funds they allocate to such programs. For 

example, GS customers are usually restricted in terms of which nations they may 

procure the GS components. Moreover, in-country restrictions may prevent the GS 

supplier from exporting technology to certain nations deemed to be a security or 

economic threat. See subsection 4.2.6 for more information. 

Small engineering firms may enter the industry slowly by winning small, related 

subcontracts that help to develop their reputation and capability. Larger system 

engineering firms often enter the market through acquiring the intellectual assets 

(including human capital and intellectual property) of another firm with the capability. For 



example, EADS recently expanded its position in the market by acquiring BAE's 25% 

share in Astrium (Gordon, 2003). 

4.2.2.2 Stimulants to Entry 

Government plays a role in paving the way for new entrants to the industry 

through its funding policies. One mandate of government is to stimulate economic 

development to ensure a national capability in certain key industrial sectors. Technology 

in general and space in particular are often two areas that receive economic support. In 

Canada, programs directed at developing particular regions of the country also exist. 

Such investment can create competition by subsidizing new entrants who may 

eventually develop sufficiently to compete on their own merit. MDA itself has benefited 

from these types of programs over the years. 

4.2.3 Threat of Substitutes 

.Although the initial costs of developing a satellite programs are in the billions of 

dollars, once deployed, the satellite is relatively inexpensive to operate. Moreover, a 

satellite provides systematic coverage of the globe yielding an uninterrupted supply of 

geospatial data that, for now, are logistically impossible to gather any other way. 

As mentioned elsewhere, the main demand driver for GSs is the need for data 

and the need to maintain a national remote sensing capability for strategic economic 

purposes. The data supply chain in Figure 4-1 shows that GSs are required in the data 

supply chain in order to receive and disseminate data. The GS represents a large capital 

cost for GS customers. Such customers would embrace an alternative data distribution 

mechanism so long as it did not compromise their ability to meet their customers' needs. 



One alternative model proposed for data delivery is to download all data to a 

single headquarters GS and subsequently transfer the data to end-users via a 

communications network. In theory, this solution should work for some customers. In 

practice, however this model has failed to take hold. 

At least three factors contribute to the resistance. The first of these is that many 

of the data buyers already have sunk costs in a GS facility and are loath to incur 

additional costs to set up an alternate infrastructure. The second is that the 

communications infrastructure is not yet sufficiently reliable or efficient to transfer the 

enormous volumes of data in a timely fashion. The third, and probably the most 

important, is that the major customers currently most interested in large data purchases 

are in defence and security segments. These segments are themselves resistant for two 

reasons. Firstly, they are fundamentally opposed to notion that an SOA (commercial or 

otherwise) has knowledge of what targets they are imaging and are actively pushing to 

the direct tasking model of network stations. Secondly, under this model the time lag 

between taking the picture and having a useful product in the hands of the user is 

considerably longer than the traditional model. 

In the traditional model, the GS can be located where best suits the data 

consumer. This depends on the logistics and the urgency of getting the information 

product into the hands of the user. If the GS is located in the geographic region in 

question, the image can be acquired by the satellite and downlinked to the station in 

near real-time. 

In the alternative model, once the target has been "photographed" the satellite 

must travel to within range of the headquarters GS in order to downlink the data. Then, 

once downlinked, the data still has to be transferred via the secondary network. These 



steps introduce additional potential points for failure and add hours to the process. When 

time is critical such as in a disaster-relief situation or when military manoeuvres are 

underway, the risk of failure and delays are unacceptable. 

The alternative model may pose a larger threat to the industry in peacetime and 

may be a viable alternative for civil and commercial GS customers for whom time is less 

pressing. In the meantime, the demand for new GS development and GS upgrades 

looks promising. 

Another theoretical alternative is to gather earth observation data using airborne 

systems or other terrestrial sensors then use more widely available communications 

networks to transfer data rather than a remote sensing satellite downlink. There are 

some applications in which the data collected via airborne sensors has thus-far proven 

superior to space-based systems (such as certain mapping applications), but generally 

speaking, the logistics and expense involved in repeatedly flying missions to get the kind 

of coverage available from a satellite makes flying untenable. 

4.2.4 Power of Suppliers 

Suppliers to GS systems providers include vendors of standardized computer 

platforms upon which the systems are built (for example Dell, Microsoft and SGI), 

vendors of the specialized hardware and control systems (such as Viasat and Datron 

who supply antennas) and subcontractors who provide specific sub-components of the 

system. Because of the teaming agreements discussed in subsection 4.2.1, a firm acting 

a subcontractor in one situation may be a competitor or even a buyer in another one. 

As previously mentioned, the satellite services industry is currently in a state of 

oversupply with too many vendors supplying too few customers. This increases the 



importance of teaming arrangements and weakens the power of suppliers who are 

hungrier for contracts that they might otherwise be. Reputation becomes increasingly 

important under these circumstances, as firms in the industry will not want to team with 

other firms that have proven incompetent or difficult to work with. 

Teaming arrangements are sometimes driven by for politics. For example, 

evaluation criteria may give points to a partnership that provides regional economic 

benefit. This can give strength to an otherwise lower qualified contractor. For example, 

the Canadian federal government may award a contract that includes a partner from a 

maritime province even though the technical and programmatic risks may increase 

because the firm lacks experience. This practice is particularly prevalent in European 

Space Agency (ESA) projects. For example, proposals with teaming arrangements that 

include firms from ESA-member nations receive higher scores than proposals with 

teaming agreements that include firms from non-member nations. Under most 

circumstances, if such criteria are to be used they are made explicit in the RFP, but 

there is no guarantee that every subtlety is stated. Staying on top of the political nuances 

of the industry is an important BD activity. 

4.2.5 Power of Buyers 

In general, the current oversupply of satellite services in the space industry 

creates a buyers market. Moreover, the shift in government spending from civil 

applications to defence means defence buyers have more power relative to civil buyers. 

Nonetheless, while the number of firms in the industry may exceed the current 

demand, in absolute numbers there are few firms globally with the wherewithal to build a 

GS. In other words, once a funding decision is made, there are not so many alternative 

sources from which to procure the GS. Usually the number of bidders for any given RFP 



is no more than two or three. No-bid situations are common. No-bids result when an 

RFP is overly aggressive in terms of the suggested price envelope or technical 

requirements and no vendor is willing to take on the risks. 

4.2.6 The Role of Government 

Governments play a pivotal role in the space industry in general and the satellite 

industry in particular. Governments invest heavily in space related programs to 

encourage economic development, to develop and maintain an in-country technological 

capability, and to ensure access to data to protect national interests. Satellites, whether 

communication, meteorological or remote sensing, provide basic infrastructure and have 

become an essential part of life on earth that most of us simply take for granted. 

Weather forecasts, telephone and television communications, disaster management and 

military manoeuvres are heavily reliant upon satellite technologies. Without 

government's direct participation through policy and funding, none of this would be 

possible. 

Since national interests are at stake, governments also play an important role in 

regulating the industry. Regulations pertain to the development of technologies, to the 

operation of the spacecraft and to the handling of the data itself. Activities covered by 

regulation include: 

o Who can supply the systems: Governments typically want funding to stay 

in-country or at least go to so-called "friendly" nations. 

o Who can buy the systems: Governments restrict the export of technology 

to protect national interests. They may deem that the technology should 



be protected for economic reasons or because it represents a security 

threat. 

o What can be "shot" and who can "shoot" it: For example, the US prevents 

any commercial or civilian US SOA from taking sub-I -metre resolution 

optical images over the US. 

o Where the data can be downlinked: For example, a US SOA may not 

downlink data to a GS operated by an "unfriendly" nation. 

o If and how the data must be encrypted: For example, the Canadian 

government requires all RS2 data to be downlinked in an encrypted 

format. 

o Who the data can be sold to: Similar to "Who can buy the systems" 

above, but here the concern is about information revealed when the data 

gets into the "wrong" hands. 

Because the satellite industry is so pervasive in our infrastructure, there are 

many interested stakeholders with conflicting interests. This situation creates a complex 

environment in which to do business. 

4.2.7 Summary of Competitive Forces 

In summary, the threat of substitutes and threat of entrants is low, rivalry 

between competitors and power of suppliers and buyers is moderate, and power of 

government is high. While the oversupply in the market is causing problems for now, the 

competitive forces combined with the forecast for increased demand suggest a 

favourable environment going forward. Figure 4-2 provides a graphical view of the 

competitive forces. In the figure, positive and negative factors are stated from the 



perspective of EO. For example, from EO's perspective, the oversupply in the industry is 

positive in terms of weakening the power of suppliers, but negative in terms of increasing 

the power of buyers. 

Figure 4-2 Six Competitive Forces 
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5 Internal Analysis 

In this chapter, two complementary tools are used to frame discussion of the 

analysis of the EO BA. The Resources lnventory is particularly effective at teasing out 

the core competences of the business. The Value Shop Analysis is better for 

understanding sources of competitive advantage (Boardman et al, 2004, p16). Value 

Shop Analysis is a variant of the more traditional Value Chain Analysis introduced by 

Porter in his seminal 1985 work, Competitive Strategy. Stabell and Fjeldstad proposed 

the value shop construct as a mechanism for overcoming some of the deficiencies they 

argued are inherent in the value chain approach. 

5.1 EO's Resources Inventory 

This section provides an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

resources, capabilities and assets available to EO. The categories considered are 

financial resources, physical assets, human resources, intangible assets, technological 

assets and long-term contracts. Resources that are specific to the BA as well as 

corporate-level resources available to the BA are discussed. 

5.1 .I Financial Resources 

Financial resources refer to cash, capital and borrowing capacity for example. 

The corporate parent has strong cash reserves and capacity for borrowing ($300M in 

unused credit without exceeding bank covenants per the 2004 Annual Report). On the 

other hand, the corporate parent is highly risk averse and thus conservative in its 

approach to new business opportunities or new processes. 



5.1 -2 Human Resources 

The EO BA has a staff of roughly 165 skilled workers, including business 

management, computer programmers, systems engineers, project managers, business 

developers, cost accountants and sales people. An additional 15 employees work in 

relatively unskilled technical and clerical positions5. 

Loyalty in all groups is high except for junior technical staff. Junior technical staff 

comprises 42% of the BA's employees. Turnover is highest among this group. Figure 5-1 

shows the breakdown of EO staff in different positions and indicates average length of 

service for each group. Junior technical staff includes MOSES I through IV. 

Figure 5-1 EO Human Resources 

I Employee Count 
I 

or LOS in Years 

Position 

- .  - 2 
Data source: MDA HR Office, 2005 

5 MOSES is the name MDA uses to refer to technical staff. MOSES Is are counted as unskilled 
workers. 



MDA's engineers have built systems to support more sensors and missions than 

any of its' competitors. Moreover, the firm enjoys the greatest penetration of any firm in 

the market and therefore has the greatest experience base from which to draw. 

The key activities performed by the BA are BD, project execution and system 

engineering. The skills and abilities that the BAS employees bring to bear on these tasks 

are essential to the BAS short-term and long-term success. 

Corporate growth has led to demand for experienced people in other parts of the 

company. Many mid-level and senior employees have moved on to other challenges. 

The BA has been unable to develop or hire the staff required for the near-term planned 

growth. This has led to more expensive senior staff working on tasks that do not warrant 

their high-level expertise. Consequently, the tasks that do require high-level expertise 

often get less attention that they deserve. 

Human resource planning is another weakness of the BA. Demand forecasts for 

the project staff over the near to mid-term is inadequate. A planning system is in use, but 

the results of the process are not credible. More diligence is needed to ensure that the 

data input to the planning system is valid. Furthermore, the long-term succession plan 

for the BA is non-existent both because of the lack of recent hiring to replace those who 

have left the BA as well as the lack of attention devoted to succession planning. 

Corporately, success of a BA or subsidiary is measured in terms of short-term 

financial results. Incentives are dependent upon making the numbers at the BA-level at 

the expense of longer-term gains for the BA or broader corporate results. This has lead 

to a silo-mentality (i.e. a lack of strategic collaboration) between the four divisions as well 

as within System Solutions division itself. 



5.1.3 Intangible Resources 

MDA has built a strong reputation on several fronts over the many years it has 

been in business. One key strength is a strong reputation for project delivery. Customers 

anticipate projects executed by MDA will deliver high quality GSs, on schedule and 

within budget. 

On the downside, customers also expect that the high technical quality and 

project management expertise is accompanied by a higher than average price. 

Customers view MDA as a high-end supplier. 

MDA also has a reputation for solid financial corporate management. The firm 

has enjoyed over 80 straight profitable quarters. Customers believe than MDA will be 

around to complete projects and provide post delivery support. 

5.1.4 Technological Resources 

EO GSs provide both breadth and depth in the capabilities of its systems. The 

number of satellite missions and sensors supported by EO components is unsurpassed 

by its competitors. Moreover, EO offers capability in the full range of functions required 

in a GS while competitors' offerings, with a few notable exceptions, tend to focus more 

narrowly. Nevertheless, though EO's offering is comprehensive, in terms of technology, 

the critical success factor for EO over its competitors is its proficiency in satellite data 

calibration and product generation. In this arena, the company is the world leader. 

The fact that the technological advantage resides in a single capability 

represents a weakness for the BA. EO's competitive position is at risk as competitors 

attempt catch-up in terms of processing capability. 



5.1.5 Long-term Contracts 

GS contracts are inherently long-term. Even the shortest contracts typically span 

more than six months. Contracts spanning multiple years are common. Warranty work, 

which may extend months or years beyond the GS delivery, is nominally part of the 

original GS contract. In some cases, extended maintenance contracts are negotiated 

outside the original agreement. Though the current backlog (i.e. signed contracts) 

currently extends into the year 2007 (a strength), the backlog represents only a fraction 

of the target revenues thus is insufficient to sustain the BA (a weakness). Another 

weakness lies in the fact that the number of contracts is small compared with the dollar 

value thus a single failure or cancellation can have a large impact on revenues over 

many years. 

5.1.6 Summary of Resources lnventory 

The Resource lnventory assessment leads to the conclusion that the BA's core 

competences lie in the superiority of its data processing technology, its skill in BD 

activities and its project execution expertise. These strengths all derive from the BA's 

human resources. Since reputation plays an important role in maintaining competitive 

advantage, the BA is vulnerable to attacks on its reputation to deliver on these activities. 

5.2 Analysis of EO's Competitive Advantage 

This section uses a four-step approach developed by Duncan, Ginter and 

Swayne (1 998) to tease out the sources of competitive advantage for EO. The four steps 

include surveying the potential strengths and weaknesses, categorizing organizational 

differences, investigating the source of competitive advantage and evaluating 

competitive advantage. 



Duncan et al (1998) used the traditional value chain as a basis for discussion. In 

this case, the "value shop" construct is used to analyze the value creation of the EO. 

Stabell and Fjeldstad (1998) introduced the notion of the value shop as an alternative to 

traditional value chain analysis to model the sources of value for firms that provide 

customized solutions for their customer's problems. They argued that the value chain 

construct is well suited to model the value creation logic of traditional manufacturing. 

However, they felt that for a large number of service industries, the value chain is not 

only awkward to apply, it ultimately obscures, rather than highlights, the value creation 

activities. 

5.2.1 EO's Potential Sources of Value Creation 

Stabell and Fjeldstad identify nine value creation sources that are characteristic 

of a value shop. This subsection examines the how these potential sources of value 

apply in EO's case. 

Information asymmetry: EO's most important value driver for the customer is the 

ability to design and build a GS that does what the customer needs. In nearly all cases 

this is something the client simply cannot do itself. EO has built this capability through 

learning and through its ability to bring specialists together to apply their collective 

knowledge to the customer's problem. 

Capacity to deal with anomalies: EO organization enables it to deal with the 

unique attributes demanded by a particular situation. There is no one-size-fits-all solution 

to a client's GS problem. At the same time, the BA is able to apply standardized 

components that do fit the solution. 



Cyclical, interactive and interruptible activities: Problem-solving activities move 

back and forth between problem understanding and solution design. Value is created 

through the depth of understanding of the customer's needs and the degree to which the 

designed solution uniquely suits the customer's problem. 

Ability to manage the sequential and reciprocal interdependence between 

activities: The highly interdependent activities described above demand a 

correspondingly high degree of coordination. EO's mature project management process 

is designed to deal with the complexity of the problem. Moreover, the structure of the 

organization enables the project to draw upon expertise from members of the cross- 

functional team as the need arises. 

Ability to bring multiple disciplines and specialities together in spiralling activity 

cycles: EO has built a business unit that includes the necessary specialists from various 

disciplines required to solve a customer's GS problem. A client would need to spend an 

exorbitant amount of effort in order to achieve anything approaching a similar capacity. 

Ability to capture the customer's problem: EO has great depth of experience in 

understanding the type of issues inherent to a GS implementation through its extensive 

history in the business. Through this expertise, EO is able to collaborate with customers 

so as to reveal the needs that the customer themselves may not have understood. 

Leveraging the experts: EO balances development costs by using a small 

number of senior staff to lead teams of less experienced staff. This serves both to keep 

the cost to the customer manageable as well as developing expertise in the junior ranks. 



Developing and exploiting relationships: Through EO's long history in the GS 

industry MDA has successfully teamed with many suppliers to deliver GSs to customers. 

MDA has built strong relationships through this experience. 

Co-performance of secondary activities: In a value shop, support activities tend 

to be co-performed with primary activities rather than as separate functions (Stabell and 

Fjeldstad, 1998). In EO, procurement activities are performed as part of the problem 

solving activity. Human Resources management needs such as recruiting and retaining 

the right employees depend heavily on the firm's reputation for employing other quality 

professionals and as such are primarily the responsibility of the BA rather than 

conducted as an external activity. Training is designed to ensure that professionals stay 

abreast of current advances in the GS domain and computer technologies generally. 

The same people who will work on the project execution phase of the customer's 

problem also learn by participating in marketing activities such as proposal writing and 

account management. An R&D group performs some technology development as an 

independent activity, but more often demand from the BA drives innovation aimed to 

serve a particular customer need rather than as pure product development research. 

Figure 5-2 models the value creation activities performed by the EO BA. The 

figure illustrates that there are two fundamentally different problem-solving cycles that 

are performed. The first of these is essentially marketing focused. This cycle, labelled 

BD, does not generate revenues for the BA. The first cycle is performed in support of the 

second cycle, project-execution, from which revenues are directly generated. These two 

cycles occur in sequence for a given project. The figure indicates the key strengths and 

weaknesses of each activity (indicated by an "S" or "W" respectively). The next 

subsection provides further analysis of the strengths and weaknesses. 
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5.2.2 Assessing the Identified Strengths and Weaknesses 

The second step in the analysis is to categorize and assess the strengths and 

weaknesses identified in the previous step. The strengths and weaknesses identified in 

Figure 5-2 reflect the resources and capabilities that provide the potential for competitive 

advantage to the EO BA. Duncan et al (1998) define resources as factors available for 

use in production that are both valuable and costly to copy. A capability is defined as the 

ability to link skills and resources. The competitive relevance of each strength and 

weakness is assessed in terms of its value to the customer or organization, its rareness 

amongst competitors, its imitability, that is, how easy it is for competitors to copy, and its 

sustainability, that is, how well the BA will be able to preserve the value, rareness and 

inimitability. Potential ratings for each criterion are as follows (based on Duncan et al, 

1998): 

o Distinctive - cannot be duplicated (4) 

o Competitive - represents a clear advantage over competitors (3) 

o Potential - sufficient to attract attention (2) 

o Attractive - better than the minimum required to compete, but insufficient 

to represent an advantage (1) 

o Adequate - a threshold capability or resource required to compete in the 

industry (see Johnson and Scholes, 2002 for further discussion of 

threshold capabilities) (0) 

o Inadequate - below the minimum required to be competitive.(-I) 



o Unattractive - weakens EO's position, but customers will tolerate if other 

benefit outweigh (-2) 

o Uncompetitive - represents a clear disadvantage over competitors (-3) 

A factor is deemed competitively relevant if it scores either above two or below 

negative one in at least two categories. Competitively relevant factors are indicated by a 

checkmark in the final column of the table. These factors are included in the next phase 

of the analysis, namely investigating the source of competitive advantage. 

T a b l e  5-1 A s s e s s m e n t  of In te rna l  F a c t o r s  for S t ra teg i c  A d v a n t a g e  in EO BA 

Resources 8 Capabilities 

S1 Business Development 
-gathering mission-level intelligence, 
understanding customer and stakeholder 
needs 
S2 solution engineering - planning activities 
that lead to EOBA winning GS work. 
S3 selecting BD activities that will work 

Value 

S4 "lobbying" to ensure mission proceeds 

S5 Influencing customers to EO BAS 
advantage 
S6 lncor~orate new information from BD 

Competitive 
3 

Distinctive 
4 

Potential 

efforts 
S7 Adjust strategies and follow new leads 

Rareness 

2 
Competitive 

3 
Competitive 

3 
Attractive 

0 

Distinctive 
4 

Competitive 
3 

Attractive 

I 
Adequate 

S9 Understand customer needs and issues 

S10 design technical solutions to cost (i.e. 
customer budget) 
S11 Proposal writing 

lrnitability 

1 
Potential 

2 
Potential 

2 
Potential 

S8 Identify suitable RFls & RFPs I Adequate I Attractive I Inadequate I Inadequate I 
0 

S12 Costing to win 

S13 Project management 

Adequate 
0 

Inadequate 
- 1 

Inadequate 

2 
Adequate 

0 
Competitive 

3 
Distinctive 

4 
Competitive 

3 

Sustain- 
abilitV 

- 1 
Adequate 

0 
Inadequate 

- 1 
Adequate 

0 

Potential 
2 

Distinctive 

g a .- C 

5 E 
4 

6~ 
Potential 

2 

Adequate 
0 

Adequate 
0 

Inadequate 
-1 

Inadequate 
-1 

Inadequate 
o 

Adequate 
0 

1 
Attractive 

1 
Potential 

2 
Potential 

2 

J 

J 

-I 
Adequate 

Potential 
2 

Competitive 

- 1 
Attractive 

1 
Adequate 

0 
Potential 

2 

-1 
Attractive 

1 
Adequate 

0 
Adequate 

0 
Potential 

2 
Adequate 

Adequate 
0 

Adequate J 



Resources & Capabilities Value 

I S16 Leveraging existing software I Distinctive 
A 

S17 QA process develops metrics and Competitive 
ensures execution according to process 3 
W1 Developing wins for other MDA subs &/or ~ncorn~et i t ive 
BAS 
W2 Retention of junior and mid-level staff 

W3 Innovation (learninglstaying current with 

Rareness 

Attractive 
1 

-3 
Inadequate 

-1 - 
Adequate . . .  

technology) 
W4 Overly restrictive engineering process 

Competitive 
3 

Competitive 
3 

Potential 
2 

Unattractive 
-2 

Adequate 
0 

lnadequate 
-1 

Unattractive 
-2 

0 - 
Inadequate 

lmitability 

Adequate 
0 

Adequate 
0 

Attractive 
1 

Potential 
2 

lnadequate 
-1 

lnadequate 
- 1 
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-2 
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-2 
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0 

Attractive 
1 

Attractive 
1 

Potential 
2 

lnadequate 
-1 

Uncornpetitive 
-3 

Uncompetitive 
-3 

Uncornpetitive 
-3 

5.2.3 Investigating the Source of Competitive Advantage 

In this step, the competitively relevant strengths and weaknesses revealed in the 

previous step are evaluated against the two generic strategies that add value for 

customers: i.e. cost leadership and differentiation (Duncan et al, 1998, p 12). The 

objective is to identify how (or if) the competence adds value and to determine which 

primary and support activities possess the greatest potential for creating or destroying 

competitive advantage. Table 5-2 shows the evaluation of the eight competitively 

relevant activities that emerged in Table 5-1. 



Table 5-2 Strengths and Weaknesses as Sources of EO's Competitive Advantage and 
Disadvantage 

Strength (S) I 
Weakness (W) 

Description Potential 
Source of 
advantage I 
disadvantage 

Uniqueness 
driver 

Location 
on Modified 
Value Shop 

Business development expertise. The ability to 
network with industry participants to identify 
upcoming missions, understand the forces that will 
help or hinder the realization of the mission. 

Problem 
Finding 

Solution engineering - planning activities that lead 
to EOBA winning GS work. The ability to develop 
strategies that influence macro-environmental 
factors to position EO favourably to win projects to 
execute. 

Uniqueness 
driver 

Problem 
Solving 

Project management. The mature project 
management process and activities that enables 
MDA to execute projects effectively. This also 
contributes to the strength of EO's reputation. 

Data Calibration and Product Generation. The ability 
to process the satellite data to generate best in 
industry data products. 

Leveraging existing software. Modular system 
architecture and depth of experience support rapid 
execution -thereby reducing risk, labour costs and 
coordination costs. 

Both a 
Uniqueness 
driver & a cost 
driver 

Execution 

Uniqueness 
driver 

Execution 

Cost Driver Execution - 
Technology 
development 

Developing wins for other MDA subs &lor BAS. An 
incongruous incentive structure contributes to an 
inability to build synergies with other BAS and 
subsidiaries within the firm. Customers want an 
MDA solution and don't see the BAS as separate 
entities. Lack of internal coordination increases co- 
ordination costs for customers (making an MDA 
solution less attractive). 

Uniqueness 
driver 

Problem 
Solving I 
Human 
Resources 

Innovation (learninglstaying current with 
technology). The EO software components are built 
using old hardware and software technology and the 
core intellectual property is 20 years old. So far it 
has stood the test of time. Over the years the firm 
has become increasingly risk averse and inherently 
slow-moving. The pace of innovation within the firm 
is not keeping up with the pace of innovation in the 
industrv. 

Uniqueness 
driver 

Execution I 
Technology 
Development 



Strength (S) I 
Weakness (W) 

Description Potential 
Source of 
advantage I 
disadvantage 

Location 
on Modified 
Value Shop 

Overly restrictive engineering process. A mature 
engineering process ensures project execution is 
performed well, poor engineering practices are not 
accepted however in an increasingly competitive 
and mature market, there is a view that the firms 
engineering process imposes too much control, 
increasing costs in order to reduce risk and curtails 
innovation. 

Cost Driver Execution I 
Organizational 
infra-structure 

5.2.4 Evaluating EO's Competitive Advantage 

The fourth and final step of the process is to evaluate the competitively relevant 

capabilities and resources in terms of the possible generic strategies. In this model, 

those factors that directly contribute to the competitive advantage of the firm represent 

the firm's core competences. According to Stabell and Fjeldstad, competitive advantage 

is derived more from value drivers than from cost drivers in the case of value shops 

(1998, p 426). 

In EO's case, only one of the five competitively relevant strengths that 

contributes to the creation of value is related to cost and only one of the three 

competitively relevant weaknesses that erodes value for EO is related to cost. The 

finding is consistent with the argument that uniqueness is a more important value driver 

than cost. This leads to the conclusion that the most suitable strategy for EO to pursue is 

a differentiation strategy. 

EO builds value in the BD activities performed in the front-cycle particularly by 

working with stakeholders to identify what activities need to take place in order for a 

satellite mission to advance. In the back-cycle, where revenues are actually generated, 

the project execution activities create the greatest value for customers and ultimately for 



EO. Because cost is often not the main driver for value creation in value shops, the 

strength gained from the reusability of the software may be less relevant that the other 

strengths. While high cost may eliminate a competitor from the game, low cost will not 

be sufficient to win. 

All three weaknesses identified are support activities of the firm suggesting that 

addressing them through structural changes at the BA or firm level should be possible. 

In particular, addressing the two weaknesses identified as uniqueness drivers could 

increase the BA's competitive advantage insofar as they contribute to a differentiation 

strategy. This means working more collaboratively with other BAS in the firm and re- 

emphasizing innovation. 

5.3 Summary of Internal Analysis 

In terms of core competences, the findings in section 5.2 are consistent with 

section 5.1. Both analyses identify data processing, project management and BD as 

core competences. The Competitive Advantage Analysis (section 5.2) recognizes that 

the BD activities first discussed in section 5.1 include both Problem Finding activities as 

well Problem Solving activities. Moreover, the Competitive Advantage Analysis identifies 

several sources of competitive disadvantage for the BA. These are the inability to work 

collaboratively with other BAS to achieve win-win outcomes for the firm, the lack of 

emphasis on technical innovation and the excessive control mechanisms applied to 

project execution, which drive up costs and stifle creativity. Addressing these 

weaknesses could improve the BA's position in the industry. 



6 Current Strategy 

Thus far, we have considered the corporate context for the EO BA and looked at 

the business of the EO BA. We have examined the industry as well as discussed the 

strengths and weaknesses of the BA. This chapter recaps the strategies implied in the 

earlier discussions at four levels: Business, Positioning, Competitive and Functional (see 

Boardman et al, 2004). 

6.1 Business Strategy 

The EO BA is in a single line of business: selling GSs for remote sensing 

satellites to global customers. The BA is looking to expand its business by capturing an 

increasing share of the growing demand (i.e. increasing funding) for surveillance and 

intelligence systems. The lion's share of funding for these systems will come from the 

US government. 

6.2 Positioning Strategy 

The EO BA employs a niche-oriented positioning strategy selling a few 

specialized products to a few customer segments (Boardman et al, 2004, p 21). The BA 

is looking for ways to increase its market by expanding in surveillance and intelligence 

related market segments. 

The BA is expanding its maritime surveillance offering and is exploring re-entry to 

the meteorological market to sell headquarters GS. MDA exited the met market nearly 

15 years ago when commoditization of met-related receiving facilities drove down 

profitability to unacceptable levels. 



Since many of EO's customers are US based and US regulations make doing 

business with US suppliers easier for US customers than doing business with non-US 

firms, EO is investigating how to better position itself to capture the US market for 

surveillance and intelligence systems. 

The BA's expertise has been built on developing GSs for data from space-based 

sensors. While there is some overlap between processing data from air-based or 

ground-based sensors, there are some major differences. To avoid spreading itself too 

thinly, the BA has made a conscious decision to remain focused on space-based 

programs. 

6.3 Competitive Strategy 

The EO BA is pursuing a differentiation strategy by continuing to build on its 

strong reputation for being the best quality for the price. MDA has one of the strongest 

pedigrees amongst its competitors by virtue of its installed base. EO's systems support 

the greatest variety of satellite missions by far when compared with its competitors. The 

large number of missions and customers with which MDA has been involved translates 

to a cost advantage in new development because EO is well along the learning curve in 

developing these systems and can achieve significant economies of scale through reuse 

of its existing software. The modular design of the earth observation components also 

offers economies of scope by allowing the components to be assembled in different 

ways for different domains. For example, reutilizing many of the same components EO 

uses to service its current customers will facilitate the BA's re-entry into the 

meteorological market. 



A key success factor or EO systems is its product generation and data calibration 

capability. In this regard, EO is the world leader. The BA strongly leverages this 

capability. 

For the reasons discussed in subsection 4.2.4, EO is also able to leverage its 

reputation and position in the market by temporarily teaming with other suppliers for the 

duration of a given project. A good name is vital to establishing these types of alliances. 

6.4 Functional Strategy 

The value shop analysis suggests that the core competences from which EO 

creates value are those related to solution engineering and project execution. These are 

both activities that are highly dependent on the skills and attributes of the individuals 

performing them and require continuous attention to develop the human resources who 

can perform for the business. 



7 Financial Performance 

MDA publishes financial information at the reporting unit level. Specific details for 

EO BA are not available. Table 7-1 provides selected data for the last eight years. 

Figures from 1997 to 2005 come from publicly available information from the SEDAR 

website. This eight-year period is used as the basis of discussion as it comprises the 

period that MDA has been reporting results for lnformation Systems and lnformation 

Products units separately. Figures for 1994 to 1996 come from Wu, 1998. These figures 

are used as point of reference. All figures are in Canadian dollars. 

7.1 Corporate Performance 

MDA's revenues jumped from $109M in 1997 to $750M in 2004. Figure 7-1 

shows how the business comprising the lnformation Products reporting unit is driving the 

company's growth. For the eight-year period between 1997 to 2004, the contribution to 

revenues from lnformation Products grew from 2% to nearly 60% relative to lnformation 

Systems and 220 times (from under $2M to $435M) in absolute terms. At the same time, 

growth in revenues from lnformation Systems was much more modest merely doubling 

over the eight-year period. Moreover, the majority of the growth was realized over the 

first three years (1 18%) and has been relatively flat over the last five years (10%). 



Earnings rose from just under $5M in 1997 to $52.5M in 2004. The continued 

emphasis on cost control has lead to a 2% increase in earnings as a percentage of 

gross revenues (from 5% in 1997 to 7% in 2004)~. 

The 2004 Annual Report shows the firm has a strong balance sheet and cash 

reserves. The firm has over $150M in short term investments (up 42% from 2003) and 

another $56M in other capital assets (up 20% from 2003). Overall Total Assets 

increased by 81 % to $934M in 2004. 

Though liabilities also increased significantly (126% to $654M), the increase in 

Total Assets outweighed the increase in liabilities resulting in a net increase to 

shareholder equity ($280M representing a 24% increase). 

6 Earnings as a Percent of Gross Revenues is used as a proxy for Gross Margin. Though Gross 
Margin is a more commonly used profitability measure it requires separating Cost of Sales from 
General and Administrative Expenses. MDA's financial documents do not provide the required 
breakdown of costs. 
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Figure 7-1 MDA Revenues 

MDA Revenues 

Year 

Note that the two rightmost colunins reflect six months ending Jun 30. The remaining columns 
are annual figures. 

MDA's current financial position continues to be very strong. The company 

reported a backlog of $783M as of June 30,2005, compared with a backlog of $903M at 

2004 year-end. lnformation Systems accounts for the majority of the company's backlog 

($664M in June 2005, $791 M in December 2004). The Information Systems backlog is 

subject to large fluctuations as a result of the timing of booking large contracts and 

component delivery tied to milestone payments. 

In May 2005, the company renegotiated its syndicated credit facility with its 

banks. In the new agreement, $450M of revolving 3-year credit replaces a I-year 

agreement for the same amount. The company reports $376M of unused credit at June 

30, 2005. 



7.2 EO BA Revenue Guesstimate 

As mentioned above, the corporation does not publish financial information at the BA 

level. However, prior to 1997, when the emphasis on growing the products and services 

side of the company began, EO business was a significant part of corporate revenues. 

Since that time, the development of non-EO systems has grown to support the 

lnformation Products business. Assuming that prior to 1997, EO business represented 

no less that 75% of the firm's revenues (when Systems revenues were just under 

$107M) and that it currently represents no more than 75% of lnformation Systems 

revenues (using the 2004 figure of $316M), a reasonable order of magnitude 

guesstimate of EO revenues is between $75M and $225M. This guess also assumes 

that EO's revenues have been completely flat during the eight-year period in question. 

This chapter concludes Part 1 of the strategic analysis: the current situation 

facing the BA. Part 2 assesses what the situation means to the BA's future. 



8 Assessment of EO's Current Strategic 
Position 

8.1 Summary of Current BA Performance 

The EO BA has been maintaining performance over the last 10 years, but has 

seen little significant top or bottom line growth. The BA is profitable, earning above 

average margins relative to other BAS in the firm; however, the overall contribution has 

not kept pace with the rapid growth enjoyed by rest of the firm, particularly the products 

and services side of the company. 

In general, there has been a downward pressure in the GS industry on price as 

well as internal pressure to cut costs wherever possible. The traditional funding bodies 

have been increasingly focused on commercialization of the civil sectors over the last 

decade. Together, these mean that funding has been becoming harder for customers to 

access. In very recent years, however there has been an infusion of capital driving 

demand in the security and defence sector, particularly in the US. This sector has 

always been a part of EO's target market. Its increasing importance may necessitate 

changes in the BA's offering and marketing strategy. 

The BA has lost some of its key staff and has not yet developed sufficiently 

effective resources to replace those that have left. Key success factors that provide a 

competitive advantage for EO include its ability in business development to assist 

customers with programmatic issues, project execution and technological superiority of 

its data calibration and product generation software. The human resources available to 

the BA are critical to providing these capabilities. 



8.2 Strategic Issues 

This section recaps the key strategic issues that arise from the analysis of EO's 

current situation. These form the basis for evaluation of the strategic options proposed in 

Chapter 9. 

Rate of Growth: The key issue for the EO BA is to find a way to increase top-line 

revenues in order to meet the corporate growth objectives. 

Human Resources Development: The lack of growth in the BA has meant the 

impact of human resource losses has not had serious repercussions to date, but the 

long-term capacity for growth in EO may have been impaired. Since EO's competitive 

advantage is derived from its human capital, loss of key staff impairs the BA capability to 

execute the core activities and could be disastrous for EO. 

Role of Business Development: The corporate parent views business 

development as a support activity that does not directly contribute revenues. As such, 

BD activities are subject to strong cost containment measures. The analysis above 

suggests that though they do not earn revenues per se, their importance in creating 

value for the firm is critical and an important source of competitive advantage for the BA. 

Impact of US Regulatory Environment: The political environment in the US has 

led to increasingly protectionist policies and regulations, which in turn impair EO's ability 

to compete for US GS customers. This includes commercial as well as government (civil 

and defence) related customers. 

Access to a Growing US Market: At the same time as the regulatory environment 

has become more restrictive, the number of US programs that play to EO's strengths 



has increased. Capturing a piece of the growing market is a critical strategic issue for 

EO. 

Technological Innovation: EO's key technological innovations are old news. The 

modular architecture that has served it so well is over 10 years old. While it is still 
' 

performing well relative to the competition, it may be getting near the end of its 

competitive life. The key IP for data calibration and product generation is still the best 

available, but competitors are working hard to catch-up. In the mean time, few 

innovations that have the potential to create new competitive advantage for EO are on 

the horizon. 

Alignment of Business Objectives between Business Units: The corporate 

parent's participation in the data supply chain sometimes results in BAS working at 

cross-purposes. What is good for a BA directly involved in data sales is not necessarily 

good for EO. For example, while the sales of GSs may increase data sales for RSI, any 

funds spent on the GS often mean less money available for data sales thus the lowest 

cost GS serves RSl's purposes best. Incentive schemes that reward short-term 

profitability within the BA exacerbate the problem and fail to engender behaviour that 

leads to the greater long-term good. 

8.3 EO's Future 

EO needs to step up its corporate contribution or risk being viewed as 

increasingly irrelevant to the firm. The growing potential demand in the US represents a 

huge opportunity for EO. Finding a way to tap into it is essential to EO's future. 

Competing for US dollars as a Canadian firm puts EO at a serious disadvantage with 

respect to its US competitors. 



EO has significant strengths in its technology, its solutions engineering and 

project execution. Its strengths have brought it this far in its 35-year history, but the BA is 

at a crossroads. The current technology base may suffice in the short term, but the 

advantage it gives cannot last forever. Other innovations are needed. Moreover, without 

steps to address the short and long-term HR issues, the BA will not have sufficient 

resources to maintain its current position and will certainly be unable to grow. The BA 

needs plans that address the development of staff within the BA to replace those who 

currently excel in the solutions engineering activities as they move on. 



9 Strategic Alternatives 

This chapter introduces four mutually exclusive strategic alternatives available to 

the EO BA. Table 9-1 indicates the title used for reference in the following sections. The 

alternatives are evaluated in section 9.5. 

Table 9-1 Strategic Alternatives and Options for EO 

1 Reference Title I Description 

9.1 Status Quo 

One alternative available to the BA is to continue business-as-usual. Section 8.3 

outlines the repercussions of continuing operations in the EO BA as is. Since this 

alternative addresses none of the issues facing the BA and the forecasted outcome for 

the BA is poor without some kind of change, this alternative receives a zero rating. No 

further discussion is provided. 

Status Quo 
New Markets 
NewCo 
NewCo for New Markets 

9.2 New Markets Strategy 

The objective of this alternative is to increase the customer base that EO serves, 

opening up access to formerly untapped revenue. The alternative aims primarily at 

addressing the issue of growth. Adoption of this alternative entails abandoning the 

current policy of only serving GS customers who, in turn, serve the space-based data 

products market. It leverages EO's technical and project execution strengths. 

Continue practices as in the past. 
Diversify to serve new markets. 
Set up a US-based system engineering firm. 
Set up a new firm specifically to serve new markets. 



9.3 NewCo Strategy 

This alternative requires setting up a new US based systems engineering 

company to operate in parallel to the existing BA. Operating from a US-based firm 

addresses the issues of the US regulatory environment and supports capturing a larger 

piece of the growing US defence and surveillance GS market. 

9.4 NewCo for New Markets Strategy 

Under this alternative, the BA would set up a subsidiary focused only on markets 

that the EO BA does not currently serve. The objective is to leverage the BA's core 

competences (like the New Market strategy does), but to avoid cannibalizing existing 

markets to generate new business (like the NewCo strategy) and minimize the HR 

impact on the BA. 

9.5 Evaluation of Alternatives 

This section provides a discussion of the three viable strategic alternatives 

introduced above, in terms of how well they address the issues identified in section 8.2. 

The rating scale is between zero and five. A rating of zero indicates the item does not 

address the issue. A rating of five indicates the item fully addresses the issue. Table 9-2 

shows the scores for all four alternatives. Scoring for the status quo alternative is 

included in the table for completeness only. 



Table 9-2 Assessment of Strategic Alternatives 

Alternatives 

Issue 

Rate of Growth 

Human Resources Development 

Status 
Quo 

Role of Business Development 
Impact of US Regulatory 
Environment 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Access to a Growing US Market 

Technological Innovation 

I Total 1 0  1 1 6 1 2 2 1 1 4 1  

New 
Markets 

Alignment of Business Objectives 
between Business Units 

9.5.1 New Markets Score 

The New Markets strategy is designed to increase the rate of growth by finding 

new target markets. As such, it receives a top score with respect to addressing this 

issue. It receives a low score on addressing HR development, but since some effort 

would be devoted to developing an understanding of new markets, it does indirectly 

contribute to developing human resources skills. In a similar way, it contributes minimally 

to the role of business development insofar as it emphasizes the part that BD plays in 

garnering new business. This alternative gets a low score (rather than zero) for the US 

regulatory environment issue, on the basis that any new markets the BA pursues will be 

less regulated that the markets it currently serves7. The New Market strategy does 

nothing to increase access to the growing US funds dedicated to defence projects. 

Pursuit of new markets demands innovation to find ways to adapt existing image 

analysis capability to interpret other types of imagery and exploit communications 

5 

1 

0 

0 

Few markets that EO is likely to pursue are regulated to the extent of the space and defence 
markets it currently pursues. 

NewCo 

0 

NewCo 
for New 
Markets 

5 

2 

0 

5 

2 

3 

3 

5 

3 

0 

5 

0 1 



networks. For this reason, the high score for technical innovation is given. Finally, by 

shifting EO's emphasis away from customers currently also served by MDA's other BAS, 

the issues associated with misaligned objectives are diminished. 

Some potential markets that flow out of the analysis above include 

meteorological GSs and firms that use data collected by airborne or fixed sensors. 

Several other markets that rely heavily on image or radar processing may also offer 

promise. For example, in the past EO processing tools have been used to examine 

mammograms. Ultrasounds offer yet another area of opportunity. 

9.5.2 NewCo Score 

The NewCo strategy receives top scores for addressing the growth-rate, 

overcoming the US regulatory issues, and capturing US defence dollars. It does not 

address the other three issues as well, but the removal of the business activities from 

the day-to-day scrutiny of head office may offer some relief. The US firm could either 

take over all MDA's worldwide GS business or focus exclusively on the US market 

leaving the remaining Richmond BA to serve the rest of the world. 

Understanding how the resources will be retained for the new firm involves 

actively planning for both the new firm as well as the existing BA. Implementing two 

concurrent staffing strategies make sense. First, key individuals who embody the core 

competences from the existing BA would be relocated to the new firm. Second, new 

employees would be recruited and hired for employment at the new location. Re- 

assignment of current employees creates opportunities for those staying with the BA as 

well as those who are move. These factors drive up the score for the HR development 

issue. 



On the other hand, with this strategy, staff reductions in the Richmond office 

would follow the establishment of a new firm as work is shifted to the US. Consequently, 

even though this strategy may offer growth opportunities for a small number of 

individuals, it is likely to have a negative impact on morale overall and create additional 

HR resource complexities. These factors drive down the score for HR development. 

In the words of Plato, "necessity is the mother of invention". For a new company 

attempting to establish itself as a contender in the US market, the need for innovation 

will be increased. At the same time, a new independent environment could create a 

culture conducive to the kind of activities that spawn innovation (see Leonard, 1998 for 

an in depth discussion of innovation). The NewCo strategy is awarded a medium score 

on this issue since the extent to which the alternative addresses the issue is a function of 

how effectively the new company is established. 

The BD issue is not directly addressed by setting up a US based company. The 

score is slightly better than the lowest possible because, as in the case for innovation, 

the distance from head office may allow the role of BD to be elevated. Moreover, a well- 

chosen location could create better access to customers. Nonetheless, the new BA firm 

will still operate under the constraints imposed by head office. 

The NewCo strategy does not address the misalignment of objectives between 

the BAS. 

9.5.3 NewCo for New Markets Score 

This strategy combines the previous two strategies. It is aimed at creating an 

environment that fosters innovation while minimizing the impact on the existing BA that 

results from either of the other two strategies. However, because it dilutes, rather than 



concentrates benefits from each, it receives a lower total score than either of the other 

two choices. 

The score assigned for the growth-rate issue is lower than it is for the other two 

strategies. This is because this alternative restricts the new firm from serving customers 

that the existing BA already serves. 

This alternative receives a better score than either of the New Market of NewCo 

strategies for HR development. In the case of the New Market strategy, employees in 

the BA would be stretched thinly to try to address the innovation and BD demands while 

still handling the day-to-day workload of the existing business. In the case of NewCo 

strategy, the staff changes are more radical as many of the key people currently in the 

BD would be needed to make the new company work. In this case, the key people in the 

BA could provide some direction regarding the existing IP but the idea is to do 

something different at arm's length from the parent firm thereby minimizing the impact on 

existing staff. 

This strategy gets the same score as NewCo with respect to the role of business 

development. Like the NewCo strategy, the activities required to set up the new firm 

highlight on the important role of BD. 

In terms of the two issues related to the US, this alternative gets the same scores 

as the New Market strategy. In the first case, new markets are likely to be less regulated 

than the US defence market, but the existing BA will continue serving the US defence 

industry hence a score of one is given . Likewise, this strategy does nothing to improve 

access to the increased defence and surveillance spending in the US. 



The mandate of the new firm would be specifically to develop a business 

leveraging the existing competences for new markets. This leads to a high-score for 

innovation. 

Finally, for addressing the misalignment of objectives this alternative gets a score 

of one. This is slightly better than the NewCo strategy because the objectives of the new 

firm would be better aligned with the corporate parent's other BAS. At the same time, this 

strategy does little to address the current misalignment of objectives between the 

remaining EO BA and the other BAS, so the alternative does not score as high as the 

New Market strategy. 



10 Recommendations 

10.1 Strategic Recommendation 

The NewCo strategy, which entails starting a new US based company and 

shifting some, or all, of the work of the BA to the new firm, scores the highest overall with 

respect to addressing the issues outlined in section 8.2. 

Implementation the NewCO strategy could be accomplished either by starting a 

US office from scratch or by buying a US firm. Establishing a new office entails 

determining the best location, procuring the space, setting up the business and hiring or 

relocating staff from Richmond. Alternatively, buying a business entails identifying a 

suitable target and negotiating the agreement. A new firm does not carry any corporate 

baggage and thus offers the greatest opportunity for the parent to inculcate the 

corporate culture it desires. Establishing a new firm also imposes a smaller financial 

burden on the corporate parent than buying an existing firm. On the downside, it may be 

expensive to staff a new firm with the calibre of engineering and management personnel 

required to make it a success. Buying an existing firm with a good skill base may yield 

quicker results. 

10.2 Additional Recommendations 

This section provides two recommendations additional to the strategic alternative 

proposed in the previous section. They should be adopted irrespective of the strategic 

alternative chosen by the firm. These recommenda.tions address fundamental issues at 

both the business-unit and firm level. 



10.2.1 Reorganize the Company 

Reorganization of the existing BA is inherent to spinning off a new company. The 

impact in the EO BA in terms of who would re-locate to the new company as well as the 

changes in responsibilities of those remaining need to be addressed. Depending on how 

much of the Richmond BA's existing customer base the new company would serve, the 

changes in Richmond could be more or less radical. 

Regardless of whether or not a new company is created, a reorganization of the 

corporate parent as a whole is worth further investigation. The objective is to create an 

organization that is better able to serve customers by more closely aligning the 

objectives of each reporting unit and simplifying the customers' relationship with the firm. 

The current organization is conceptually convenient in terms of the type of 

functional activities performed by each of the groups. From a customer perspective 

however, it is incongruous. For example, data providers are looking for a solution in 

which they buy a GS to receive and process data. They buy the GS from MDA's EO BA, 

which is part of the System Solutions Division and enter a data licensing agreement with 

MDA's RSI subsidiary, which is part of the Geospatial Services division. The customer 

wants an integrated solution which addresses his problem, but the organization provides 

no incentives for the two groups to work together to provide the customer with the 

integrated solution thus the same customer works with two separate groups of MDA 

representatives to enter two separate contracts. 

Reorganization addresses the issue of misalignment of business objectives. 

Moreover, reorganization may be effective in addressing the BD issue since it should 

reduce costs overall by eliminating the duplication of services required to manage the 

two separate contracts. For example, parallel sales groups could be merged resulting in 



a reduced sales force, simplifying life for the customer and lowering BD costs for MDA. 

Duplicate contracts departments and warranty support groups could be similarly 

reduced. 

10.2.2 HR Planning 

Addressing the HR weaknesses in the BA is critical to the success of the NewCo 

strategy. It is equally important to the existing BA. 'The success of the BA is highly 

dependent upon the quality of the employees whether they are part of the existing BA or 

part of the NewCo. A succession plan that ensures that individuals are getting the right 

experience to grow the BA is essential to the BA's long-term success. Perhaps even 

more important is that implementation of a succession plan creates commitment and 

engagement of the employees in the BA and contributes to the vitality of the unit. 

In terms of resource planning, a NewCo will change the demand for human 

resource requirements within the BA. Managing the costs and schedule involved in 

hiring new staff for the NewCo and releasing the staff from the existing Richmond-based 

BA will be important both to the BA, the parent-firm and especially to the individuals 

affected. 

In either case, whether a new company is created or not, succession planning 

activities should be undertaken to identify two or three potential successors for each key 

role in the BA and to ensure that the individuals get the experience and training needed 

to succeed in the roles. Moreover, resource supply and demand forecasts are needed 

for a 9-12 month planning horizon to ensure that the BAS workforce is sized according to 

the upcoming workload. 



Succession planning contributes positively to technological innovation because it 

contributes to a healthy, vibrant atmosphere, which is conducive to innovation (see 

Leonard, 1995). Identifying and addressing current skills shortages ensures that the BA 

is ready for the demands on staff imposed by growth. Because of the importance 

succession planning to preparations for the future, it also addresses the issues of growth 

and business development. 

In addition to the succession plan, resource planning that identifies staff needs 

over a longer horizon is also essential. The increasing competition for talent, translates 

to long latency from the time a decision to hire a new employee is made till the time a 

candidate with the right qualifications is found and hired. Moreover, in Canada, labour 

laws demand notice periods of many months or sometimes years or expensive 

severance packages in order to terminate an individual's employment. Proper planning 

can translate to significant cost savings as well as contributing to improved morale when 

employees know what to expect. 



Appendices 

Appendix A: A Remote Sensing Satellites Primer 

Satellite types: Satellites generally fall into two categories: communications 

satellites and remote sensing satellites. While there are conceptually many similarities 

between the two types of satellite programs there are some fundamental differences that 

allow for specializing in the products and services a supplier may offer. EO deals 

exclusively with remote sensing satellites. Communications satellites are not discussed. 

Sensor Categories: Remote sensing satellites use different types of sensors to 

take pictures of the earth. The three basic categories of sensors are optical, infrared and 

radar. Optical and infrared sensors use light to photograph the earth, much like a 

camera. Radar sensors bounce a signal off the earth and measure how long the signal 

takes to return to the satellite, much like a bat or whale uses sonar. 

Optical sensors take pictures using the visible light spectrum. As a consequence 

these sensors can only take pictures when visible light is available hence they cannot 

take pictures at night. The image will show whatever can be seen thus they will show 

cloud cover. 

lnfrared sensors use light in the non-visible light spectrum that measures heat. 

lnfrared can be used at night and is particularly useful for meteorological applications 

where sea-temperature and cloud cover temperature are important to weather 

prediction. 



Radar sensors bounce a signal off the eafth. They provide information about the 

density of the object they hit. This means that they show the shape of an object. They 

are best for applications where detection and classification are important (as opposed to 

identification). They can be used at night and since the radar signal can penetrate 

clouds, cloud cover does not affect their performance. Optical sensors can be used to 

augment radar data when identification of the object is also important. 

A relatively new sensor called lidar uses a laser signal much like a radar signal. 

This technology is still in its infancy, but shows great promise for certain applications 

especially atmospheric monitoring for pollution and arctic climate change. 

Orbiting: Satellites commonly operate in either a geostationary or polar orbit. For 

a geostationary orbit, the satellite is positioned about 36,000 km above the earth. At this 

altitude, the spacecraft travels through space at the same speed as the earth rotates 

thus the satellite remains in the same position relative to the earth making it appear 

stationary. Polar orbiting satellites are positioned about 700 to 800 km above the earth. 

This allows them to travel much faster than the earth. Most earth resources satellites are 

polar orbiting providing coverage of the entire globe's surface. Meteorological satellites 

are more often geostationary to provide rapid retake of the same scene. 

Polar-orbiting satellites orbit the globe at different speeds. The time to travel 

around the globe once from pole back to the same pole is on the order of a few hours. 

As the satellite travels around the globe over the poles, the earth rotates underneath it 

so that on each pass the satellite is over a different part of the globe. After some number 

of orbits it will have covered the entire globe. The time it takes for the satellite to get 

back to position when it can scan exactly the same target on the surface of the planet is 

called the revisit time. The revisit time is tremendously important for certain applications 



such as surveillance and disaster response. In other applications such as forestry and 

geology the revisit time is less of an issue. 



Appendix B: Simplified Ground Station Operational Scenario 

This Chapter describes the operation of a Basic Network Station as described in 

subsection 3.4.4.2. The GS includes functions to order, receive and process the data. 

The operational scenario is illustrated in Figure B-1 in terms of event flows between 

various components in the system. A narrative description follows the figure. 

Figure B-1 Basic Network Station Operational Scenario 
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An operator identifies the required product. The requirements indicate what data 

the satellite needs to acquire and how the data is to be processed once it is downlinked. 

The request is passed on to the SOA. 

If the SOA can process the request, it confirms that the data will be downlinked to 

the GS. 



The SOA generates a schedule instructing the satellite where to point the 

equipment, which sensors to use, when to collect data and when to download it. The 

SOA transmits the schedule to the satellite (up-links) when the satellite passes over the 

satellite operator's transmission station. 

When the satellite is over the part of the earth specified by the schedule, it 

positions the sensing equipment and acquires the data. 

In the simplest case, the data is downlinked (i.e. sent) to the receiving station as 

it is collected. More commonly, the satellite has a store-and-forward capacity, which 

allows the satellite to collect data over one area (called imaging), store the data on the 

satellite and downlink to a receiving station at a later time. 

The downlinked data consists of information collected by the sensors, (i.e. the 

"picture") as well as telemetry data that identifies when the picture was taken and what 

sensors were used. This information is required in order to interpret the data during 

processing. 

At the receiving station, the equipment is controlled according to the schedule 

supplied by the SOA. The data is recorded as it is received as a stream of bits and 

bytes. The reception subsystem separates the telemetry data and generates image data 

in a format that can be processed by the processing system. 

The processing system is instructed to process the data according to the product 

requirements. Processing can be performed to various levels of sophistication. At the 

most basic level of processing, the stream of raw data is presented to the user. At an 

intermediate level, the data may be presented as it was sensed, providing a picture 

without any contextual information. At the most sophisticated level interpretation of the 



data may be included. In other words, an intermediate level product might show that the 

cloud tops were bright; a more sophisticated product would tell you bright clouds indicate 

they are cold. 
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